
NEW XP400
For infinite aventures



XP400: THE NEW 
RANGE FOR LIVING 
NEVER-ENDING 
ADVENTURES

If life is a great adventure, let’s make it more fun by 
taking the hard road. Our new XP400 range leaves 
current conventional models behind thanks to its 
Peugeot SUV DNA.

When you hit the road with it, you know you’re in for a 
unique moment. And there’s nothing more attractive 
than the freedom of discovering new places, leaving 
your mark in the city and beyond.

Every road you take will fill your life with exciting 
moments and never-ending adventures.

DESIGN
PERFORMANCE

SAFETY
PRACTICALITY

COMFORT



Its styling, with its athletic 
proportions, conveys a 
dynamic and adventurous 
image. With its incredibly 
Peugeot design, XP400 has 
been designed as a true SUV, 
combined with all the technical 
features you would expect form 
a motorbike. Manufactured in 
France, XP400 completes the 
brand’s family of Premium 
vehicles.

XP400 has everything it takes to 
stand out from its rivals. Braking 
is provided by a 295mm double 
disc at the front and a 240mm 
single disc at the rear, with dual 
channel ABS. Suspension is 
provided by an inverted fork with 
140mm of travel at the front and 
a single shock absorber at the 
rear. 

XP400 is equipped with a 400cc PowerMotion® 
engine. This engine is the result of our engineers’ 
expertise ; it is entirely manufactured in France. 
It develops 26.5 kW (36.7 hp) at 8,150 rpm, for 
a torque of 38.1 Nm at 5,400 rpm and offers the 
best performance in its category. Its increased 
torque at low rpm and its LFE* technology 
allow for a quieter, more pleasant and more 
economical riding experience, to the great 
satisfaction of those who want to ride smoothly.

*Low Friction Efficiency

Because driving pleasure is essential for 
Peugeot, XP400 is equipped with features that 
make it one of the most enjoyable scooter of the 
brand: it has a 5’ TFT connected dashboard with 
turn-by-turn navigation thanks to the i-Connect 
technology. And if you are two to travel, XP400 
is equipped with a 2-seat saddle, handles and 
footrests. The space available under the seat 
allows you to fit a full-face helmet.  Is your phone 
out of battery? Recharge your devices while 
riding thanks to the USB socket.

DESIGN SAFETY PERFORMANCE
COMFORT & 
PRACTICALITY



ALLURE
Allure is the asphalt-like version of XP400, which does not neglect its high-end character. 
From a design point of view, all the SUV codes are kept. XP400 Allure has an athletic silhouette 
and sharp shapes ...This version is also distinguished by its large tyres, stick wheels with 110/70-
17 tyres at the front and 160/60-15 tyres at the rear, an adjustable transparent windscreen and 
a classic footboard.

Sideral Mat 
Black

Aurora Satin 
Green

400cc PowerMotion® Euro5 engine  -  Front fork size  -  Rear suspension architecture  -  Radially mounted brake callipers 
Connected 5’’ TFT screen  -  Alloy wheels: front 10/70-17 tyres / rear 160/60-15 tyres  -  Adjustable transparent windscreen 
Classic footboard  -  Smart key  -  USB socket



GT
XP400 GT offers a uniquely styled version. With its smoked windscreen, high-end suspension 
and angular lines, XP400 GT embodies the power and dynamism so sought after in this 
segment. Its spoked wheels and 110/70-17 front and 160/60-15 rear tyres bring it ever closer to 
the motorbike segment. The design of the off-road tyres leaves no doubt as to the versatility 
of the model.

Shark Grey Snow White

400cc PowerMotion® Euro5 engine  -  Front fork size  -  Rear suspension architecture  -  Radially mounted brake callipers 
Connected 5’’ TFT screen  -  cross spoke wheels: front 10/70-17 tyres / rear 160/60-15 tyres  -  Smoked windscreen  
Smart key  -  USB socket



I-CONNECT
TECHNOLOGY

Do you want to explore the city easily and without 
wasting time? Are you looking for a vehicle that matches 
your expectations both in terms of design and riding 
experience? Then choose a connected scooter and 
enjoy a completely new experience aboard XP400.

Head-up riding
With the elevated dashboard, you can check riding 
information without taking your eyes off the road, 
allowing you to concentrate on where you’re going. 

Mobile application and connectivity
The integrated connectivity* on XP400 provides 
comfort and safety thanks to the i-Connect technology 
and its intelligent dashboard. The colour TFT screen 
connected to the Peugeot Motocycles application 
offers, in particular, a turn-by-turn guidance system 
and allows you to consult useful information for your 
journey and SMS notifications.

WATCH THE VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OR-RDrjwKuI


ACCESSORIES
A range of accessories has been developped for XP400 
Allure and XP400 GT. A crash bar type protection 
system, envelopping the footboard and the front of the 
fairing, is offered to provide you a maximum protection. 
You can also opt for fog lights that can be fitted to this 
equipment. And in order to optimise storage, you can 
also add a top case on its dedicated mounting bracket.

Painted top case cover - Sideral Mat Black

Crash bar

Smartphone holder

A02169BL

1179811205

A08004

Painted top case cover - Snow white

Top case

Painted top case cover - Shark Grey

Passenger back rest

Smartphone holder

Backrest top case

Painted top case cover - Aurora Satin Green

A02169V4

A02165

A02169W3

A08301N

A06940

A02168

A02169W2

Top case rack 1140215900



L x W x H (mm)

Front/Rear tyres

Front suspension

CO2 emission (g/km)

Cooling system

Seat height (mm)

Brake type

Rear suspension

Max Power

Family

Curb weight (kg)

Max Torque

Consumption (L/100km)

Fuel tank (L)

Fuel supply

2190 x 870 x 1190

110/70-17  -  160/60-15

USD - 41mm

88

Liquid

815

Dual channel ABS

Combined hydraulic spring

26,5 kW (36,7hp) at 8150 rpm

PowerMotion® 400cc Euro 5

231

38,1Nm at 5400 rpm

3,8

13,5

Electronic injection

ENGINE ALLURE / GT

STORAGE COMPARTMENT

DIMENSIONS

CYCLE

1 full face helmetUnder seat & tailgate storage

TECHNICAL SPECS




